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This paper is the ninth of a series describing the electronic CDU. An hour 
long talk will be given Friday, March 5, at 9:00 A.M. in the SAT Conference 
Room, 

Jn the operation of the ECDU, there would be a possibility of the gimbals being 
positioned at 225° and the ECDU indicating 0° if sufficient circuitry were not 
implemented to prevent the false, or ambiguous, indication from occu.rring. The 
discussion that follows will present the reason the ECDU could indicate an 
ambiguous gimbal position, it lrill describe the mod.es under which the possibility 
of an ambiguity exists, and it will explain how the ECDU prevents an ambiguity 
from occurring. 

The ECDU must follow and indicate to the AGC the gimbal axis to uithin 40 arc 
seconds of true position and the optics trunnion wr.is to within 5 arc seconds of 
true position (less system error). To accomplish the accuracy requirement, a 
dual speed resolver system is necessary. A dual speed system reduces the position 
error of a single speed system by the ratio of the two resolver speeds. 

A requirement of the two speed system is a mixing, or synchronizing, network 
·which will permit the coarse, of lX, resolver to bring the system to zero positicn. 
A voltage controlled svdtch is usually used to switch from coarse resolver to 
fine resolver control when the coarse voltage decreases to a predetermined level. 
Figure l shows the coarse and fine resolver voltages for an odd speed ratio system. 
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If only the fine voltage from the odd sp~ed ratio system shown in Figu,1-e 1 was 
used for position information, a null would occur each time "the fine voltage bccmn.e 
O, or 10 times :far.- each revolution of the coarse sha.:rt. Five of the nulls would 
be unstable because of the voltage :phasing and the system would drive a:wey from 
the zero point if any disturbance whatsoever occurred. Five of the nulls, however, 
would be stable and the system would stop every 72° of coarse shaft rotation or 
1 cycle o:f fine voltage. The switch-over from coarse to fine resolver control, 
therefore, must take place within one half' cycle of fine voltage of zero positio~. 
If within this transfer zone the fine voltage will be of proper phase to drive 
the system to a stable null at zero shaft position of both coarse and fine 
resolvers. 

Coarse Voltage 

Figure 2 

Figure 2 is an. expanded view of the coarse and fine resolver voltages at zero 
position . The transfer can occur anywhe1•e within the zone bet1reen A and B. The 
maximum coarse shaf't angle transfer point is given by the equation 

A _ ]:_ 360 
- 2 N 

where N is the resolver speed ratio. 

To insure stability in case of component drift and tolerance variations, the 
transfer point is usually seJ.ected near the 90° point of fine voltage. 

Ref'erring again to Figure land the odd speed ratio system, the coarse and :fine 
voltage are both zero at the 180° point, but this is an unstable null because the 
voltage phasing is such that the system will drive away :from the null and toward 
the true zero position. In the odd resolver speed ratio system, there is only 
one point at which the system will come to a stable null and that is the true 
zero position of' coarse and fine shafts. There is no ambiguous, of false null. 

If' an even speed ratio resolver system is used f'or position, a :problem arises 
when the coarse shaft is at 180°. Refer to Figure 3. 
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The phasing of the fine voltage on either side of 180° of coarse shaft position is 
now the same as it is about 0° and the system v.f.ll drive toward a stable null at 
180° when the control is switched to the fine voltage. ihere is now an ambiguity 
in the system as there are two indications of zero position 180° of coarse sha:ft 
rotation apart. iJ:he ambiguity problem is inherent in even speed ratio position 
systems and proviS'lons must be incorporated into the design to prevent the system 
from seeking the false null. 

The ECDU uses a speed ratio of 16 t o l between the coarse and fine resolvers, 
therefore, an ambiguity is present. There is a difference, however, between the 
system just described and the ECDU. In the ECDU the coarse and fine voltages 
re:f'erred t o are not the r esolver voltages but are the error voltages from the 
coarse aud fine systems. If the ECDU and gimbals are :f.n correspondence, regardless 
of angle, the error signals are zero. If the ECDU is held (read counter inhibited) 
and the gimbal rotated through 360°, one complete cycle of coarse error voltage 
and 16 cycles of fine error voltage will be generated. The ambiguity in the ECDU 
is possible when the angle of ECDU-gimbal separation is of such a value to make chc 
coarse and f'ine error signals simultaneously zero. 'lhe important point to cons i<.i.cr 
is the angle of ECDU-ginibal separation rather than resolver angle position. 

From the previous discussion of resolver systems, it would seem that the ambiguity 
in the EC:00 would be a.t 180° of ECDU-gimbal separation but this is not the case. 
The ECDU in solving t he coarse system equation 

± sin ( O - 'f') = ± sin O cos y,; ;i: cos O sin 'f + K~ 

increments l/1 and adds a laddered voltt1ge, K¢, to complete the solution. The phase 
and amplitude of the laddered voltage is dependent upon the ECDU angle. ~is 
voltage produces an offset, or stick-off, voltage that shif'ts the ambiguity point 
depending on the value of ladder voltage. See Figure 4A. At certain ECDU w:igles 
( O, 45, 90, etc.) the ladder voltage, ~, is at a maximum in phase value and the 
alilbigui ty occurs when the ECDU and gimbal.s are separated by 225 ° . If' the ECDU 
angle y; is increased from 0° to 1 bit less than 45°, K¢ chw:iges :from maximum in 
phase to maximum out of phase. This causes the ambiguity point to shift from 
225° tO"W'ard 180°. At this point the angle separation is 135°. An ambiguity zone 
between 135° and 225° of ECDU-gimbal separation exists as a :t'unction of ECDU 
posi•l;ion. At exactly 45° the ambiguity moves to 270°, or 225° separation, and 
the process repeats. Figure 4B shows the gimbal ambiguity zones for values of 
ECDU angles If in the :first quadrant . For If' in the second quadrant the gimbal. 
ambiguity zones move to the fourth quadrant but follow the identical patt ern as 
bef'ore. The gimbal ambiguity zone is always two quadrants :from the ECDU angle. 
The exact angle at which the ambiguity occurs for 8llY value of 't' can be calculated 
by solving the following coarse system. equation for O. 

sin Q cos Cf' - cos O sin l.f + K¢ = O 

Two values of O will be :round. One will be the angle that makes O and I.JI equal 
and the other will be the possible ambiguity angle. If the fine error vo;ttagc 
is also zero, an ambiguity existo. A stable ambiguity can occur every 22.5°, 
or every one cycle of fine error voltage, within the ambiguity zone (135° - 225"). 
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Now that system ambiguities have been covered 1n general its time to see in 
detail what the IDDU does to overcome the problem. First of all, the ambiguity 
can occur only if the ECDU and gimbals a.re separated by a large angle (135° to 
225°). In normal operation with the digitizing loop energized, the ECDU angle 
will alweys equal the gimbal angle plus or minus some very small error; therefore, 
a large angular difference can occur only at initial turn-on or during ECDU ZERO 
mode. At the initiation of these modes the read counter is set to zero but the 
gimbal can be at any arbitrary angle. F.rom the earlier discussion it was seen 
that with the ECDU at zero, the gimbal ambiguity was at 225°. 'lhe problem angle 
is now known and it is constant. Both ECDU ZERO mode and IlIITIAL 'IURN-ON mode 
will be discussed. 

In ECDU ZERO mode the read counter is set to zero and allowed to count up again 
to the gimbal angle. I:lef'ore the read counter is enabled, however, the lX cos o 
resolver winding is level detected and interrogated with an out-of-phase signal 
to determine if the g:imbal is in the vicinity of' 225°. The cos Q signal :i.s out 
of-phase linen the gimbal is between 90° and 270°. The level gives information to 
narrow the band of angles containing the ambiguity. 

A schematic diagram of' the ambiguity circuitry and logic is shown in Figure 5. 
The level detection is made by an emitter follower (Ql) driven sch.mitt trigger 
(Q2 end Q3) in the coarse system module. The firing level of the scbmitt is set 
at 7. O V P-P measured at the output of the emitter follower. The schmi tt trigger 
output is buffered by Q.4 s.nd transformer coupled to the Digital Mode Module where 
it is 'anded' with the interrogate pulse and the out-of-phase reference pulse. 
If an out-of-phase signal is detected, the control flip-flop is set and the 
ambiguity f'lip-:flop is allowed to be set at the first phase 2 ·time following an 
interrogate. An ambiguity override signal, Ao, is generated at the completion 
of P.X:DU ZERO and sent to the Error Counter and Logic Module. It forces the rate
select logic into high speed (12.8 K PPS) and the up-down logic into count down. 
The P.X:DU counts down at high speed until it reaches 225° at which time the 
ambiguity flip-flop is reset removing the ambiguity override signal. The normal 
ECDU operation will complete the ECDU-gimbal readincs now that ·the ECDU is out of 
the ambiguity zone. 

At initial turn-on, it is desired to clear the read counter and to bring the 
gimbals to zero position and orthogonal as a reference or starting point. Init+al 
turn-on is initiated by commanding ECDU ZERO and COARSE ALIGN ENABLE sillillltaneousl y. 
With the EC:00 read counter cleared, the gimbtl ambiguity is at 225°. Just as iu 
the ~DU ZERO case., the lX cos resolver output is level detected and interrogated. 
by an out-of-phe~e signal to determine if a possibility of an ambiguity exists. 
~?he control flip-flop is set enabling the ambiguity flip-flop to be set at the 
first phase 2 time following an interrogate. A turn-on enabl e signal (Q) is 
generated and set to the Read Counter Module. It is used to turn-on the 90° bit . 
With the ECDU forced to $0°, the gimbal ambiguity point shi:fts to 315° allowing 
the gimbals to be driven. ~e error signal i'rom the summing amplifier in the 
Coarse Module and Main Summing Ampli:fier Module (coarse and fine system error) is 
applied to the mixing amplifier in the Digital to Analog Converter where it is 
inverted and used a.s a drive signal to move the giIDbal toward 90°. As soon as the 
gimbal is out of the ambiguity zone the cos O signal is insufficient to fire the 
ambiguity sch.mitt and the control and ambiguity flip-flops are reset removing the 
turn-on enable signal (Q). The gimbal will continue to drive until it is in 
correspondence with the ECDU at 0°. 
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